There is a need for more faithful simulation of space debris impacts on various space vehicles. Space debris impact velocities can range up to 14 km/sec and conventional two-stage light gas guns with moderately heavy saboted projectiles are limited to launch velocities of 7-8 km/sec. Any increases obtained in the launch velocities will result in more faithful simulations of debris impacts. It would also be valuable to reduce the maximum gun and projectile base pressures and the gun barrel erosion rate. In this paper, the results of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study designed to optimize the performance of the NASA Ames 0.5" gun by systematically varying seven gun operating parameters are reported. Particularly beneficial effects were predicted to occur if (1) the piston mass was decreased together with the powder mass and the hydrogen fill pressure and (2) the pump tube length was decreased. The optimum set of changes in gun operating conditions were predicted to produce an increase in muzzle velocity of 0.7-1.0 km/sec, simultaneously with a substantial decrease in gun erosion. Preliminary experimental data have validated the code predictions.
There are a number of gun operating parameters which can be changed to attempt to reach these goals. Among the most important of these are:
1. Gunpowder mass.
2. Pump tube piston mass.
3. Break valve (diaphragm) rupture pressure. 4 . Initial hydrogen fill pressure.
5. Length of pump tube.
6. Angle of high pressure contraction section.
7. Projectile mass.
Powder burn rate.
A number of earlier gun optimization studies have been conducted. In the work of reference 2, parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 above were varied (57 computational fluid dynamics (CFD) runs were made). Variation of the other parameters was not studied. Further, the degree of variations of parameters 2 and 3 in the work of reference 2 was somewhat limited (maximum variations of 27 percent and a factor of 3, respectively). There was also no study of the optimization of break valve rupture pressure while other parameters were also being optimized. The five optimization sweeps (each varying a single parameter) all passed through a single benchmark point; thus, multiparameter optimization was not done. In reference 3, parameter 6 is studied in some detail and some comparisons are made for two different powder burn rates and two different piston masses; i.e., a limited study was made of parameters 2 and 8 above. There is little or no discussion of optimization of the other parameters listed above. Further, the optimization work reported in reference 3 is aimed at somewhat lower muzzle velocities (5-6 km/sec) than those of interest herein (7-8 km/sec). Reference 4 is an earlier study at the Ames Research Center. All eight parameters listed above were investigated in that study, but the total number of CFD runs made (38) was rather small and therefore, the coverage of the parameter space was limited. In addition, the work of reference 4 shares the limitation of reference 2in that(1)optimization ofbreak valve pressure wasnotconsidered whileother parameters were optimized and(2)most optimizations passed through a single benchmark reference case whileasingle parameter wasvaried; thus, multiparameter optimization wasnot considered, forthemost part.
Weemphasize here thattheearlier workreferred toabove isof highquality andhasfurnished a number ofimportant results. Thepresent workdoes allowus,however, tostudy areas notinvestigated bytheearlier workasfollows:
1. Seven oftheparameters (allexcept forparame-ter8)wereinvestigated inthepresent study.
2. MoreCFDruns(77)were performed inthecurrent study, allowing amorecomplete survey ofthe parameter space.
3. Inthecurrent study, considerable attention was paidtooptimizing thebreak valve rupture pressure while other variables werebeing optimized. 4 . Thetwomainoptimizations of the current study involve varying parameters 1, 2, 3, and 4 in sequence;
thus a better degree of optimization is to be expected than for single-parameter optimizations around a single benchmark condition.
The current study uses an approximate correction
for the erosion of wall material and the incorporation of this wall material into the hydrogen working gas. This is important for high muzzle velocity gun operating conditions and was not considered in the earlier studies.
The present CFD optimization was performed for the NASA Ames 0.5" gun. The effects of varying the gun parameters will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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lI. CFD Code Description
The CFD code and its validation are described in detail in reference 5; hence, only a brief description of the code will be given here. The code is quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-l-D), uses the Godunov method and is third-order accurate in space and second-order accurate in time. The Riemann solver used is nearly exact. Friction and heat transfer to the tube wall for gases and dense media are modelled and a simple nonequilibrium turbulence model is used for gas flows. Realistic equations-of-state are used for all media. The code also models the gunpowder burn in the first stage breech.
The code was validated against a number of analytical solutions and by comparing its predictions against experimental data from the Ames 1.5" and 0.28" light gas guns, taken over a considerable range of gun operating conditions. The agreement between the CFD predictions and the experimental data was judged to be very good. Further details on the description and validation of the code can be found in reference 5. Table 1 gives the benchmark operating conditions of the gun. The length of the pump tube can be defined in several ways, depending whether or not one wishes to include the volume of the piston and/or the contraction section or to give a volume-equivalent length.
IIl. Introduction to Survey

A. Gun Description and Benchmark Operating Conditions
Hence, we do not give a specific length in table 1 The lands are separated by a shank of slightly smaller diameter, which tides free of the wall during most of the piston stroke. The real piston has a Bridgeman seal at the forward end formed by machining a truncated conical hollow into the front face of the piston. This conical hollow cannot be modelled by the quasi-1-D CFD code. The equivalent 1-D piston set up in the CFD code has the same land lengths and shank diameters as the real piston and its length has been adjusted so that its mass is equal to that of the real piston. The land diameters of the 1-D piston have been reduced to be exactly equal to the pump tube bore diameter to allow for erosion of land material. Further details of piston modelling are given in reference 5.
B. Data Studied in Survey
The main data studied in evaluating the present survey are pressure histories at several different locations in the gun. For each gun firing cycle solution obtained, pressure histories were plotted at the following locations. ( 
4.
6.64 cm forward of initial position of the projectile base.
5.
Most forward cell in the moving grid which covers the piston.
6.
Most aft cell in the moving grid which covers the hydrogen in the pump tube. Most ofthediscussion below will deal withthemaximum pressures which occur atparticular locations during the firingcycle, since these arecritical fordeformation and cracking ofthegunandsurvival ofthelaunch package. Examination ofthepressure histories forallofthegun firingcycles studied todate hasshown thatmost ofthe effects ofchanging gunoperating conditions canbe observed byexamining themaximum pressures reached at themost forward position inthehighpressure contraction section andattheprojectile base (positions 2and3 listed above). Themaximum pressures attheother positions are almost always either (1)veryclose tothose atposition 2 or(2)liebetween those atpositions 2and3.Hence, in the present paper, wewill present maximum pressure dataat positions 2and3only. Figure 2 shows calculated pressure histories attheprojectilebase and in themost forward cellinthepump tube hydrogen gridforthegunfiringcondition defined by "gunparameter set#2"given intable 2.Notethe succession ofpressure peaks arriving attheprojectile base. These arecaused byshock waves reflecting between thefrontofthepiston andthediaphragm ortheprojectile base. Thesharp peaks, separated byvalleys withmuch lower pressures, arecaused bytheshock wave focusing action oftheconical highpressure contraction section. A veryimportant concern inthepresent study istopredict thewave upon which thebreak valve (diaphragm) ruptures. Forthecase offigure 2 (withgunparameter set #2), thecode predicts thatthebreak valvewillrupture onthe wave at14.0 msec. Whilevarying gunoperating parameters, such aspowder mass orinitialpump tube fill pressure, toobtain continuous curves, onemust assure that break valve rupture continues tooccur onthesame wave asconditions arevaried. Inthepresent study, thiswas assured byvarying therupture pressure ofthebreak valve asrequired. Forthestudy oftheeffects ofthevariation of anumber ofgunoperating parameters (e.g., powder mass, hydrogen fill pressure) inthepresent study, it wasnecessary, attimes, tovarythebreak valve rupture pressure to ensure that thebreak valve wasalways rupturing onthe most favorable wave.
Thepresent paper represents acontinuation ofthework presented in reference 4.Inaddition topresenting an optimization ofadifferent lightgasgunthanthat discussed inreference 4,thepresent paper represents an advance overthat previous workforreasons presented in theintroduction. One ofthese reasons wastheuse, inthe present paper, ofacorrection fortheerosion ofwallmaterialandtheincorporation ofthismaterial intothehydrogenworking gas. Thiscorrection wasobtained asfollows. was found to correlate fairly well with V. Figure 4 shows the velocity ratios, I_, plotted versus V for these five high velocity shots (solid data points). The solid curve is the assumed trend curve for the erosion correction procedure.
The curve was selected to pass through the two uppermost points and drops to I_ = 1 at the average _ value for the three lowermost points. This correction was applied to all muzzle velocity results presented here. Below CFD muzzle velocities of about 7-7.5 km/sec, the correction procedure is not needed and the CFD code directly yields very good predictions of muzzle velocity (refs. 5 and 6). For high velocity shots, the correction can be substantial (see fig. 4 ). For example, for very severe launch conditions (high powder loads, low hydrogen pressures), the CFD predictions of muzzle velocities can be 12-13 km/sec, whereas the actual velocities achieved are 9-9.5 km/sec.
The loading of the hydrogen gas by the eroded gun material is very severe in such cases. In 1996, it is hoped to modify the code to calculate gun erosion and the incorporation of the eroded material into the working gas. This would eliminate the need for the above correction procedure. IV.
Convergence and Accuracy of CFD
Results
Before beginning the discussion of the CFD surveys of the effects of changing the various gun operating parameters, we address the issues of convergence and accuracy of the CFD results. In this connection, several grid refinement studies have been performed for different gun operating conditions and have yielded very similar results for convergence and accuracy. Below, we discuss the most extensive of these surveys.
This survey was taken with the gun operating operating conditions defined by "gun parameter set #3," given in table 3 . Table 4 shows the results of the grid refinement study. The gridding shown is the number of cells for the gunpowder/powder gas, piston and hydrogen zones, respectively. Looking at columns two to five, we can see that the solution is well converged for the finest grid, the difference between the pressures and velocities between the finest and second-finest grid being between 0.1 percent and 0.45 percent. Between the finest and the third finest grids, the corresponding differences range from 0.6 percent to 1.0 percent, except for the maximum contraction section pressure, for which the difference is 2.0 percent. To save CPU time, we have chosen to operate at the third finest grid shown. Hence, for the CFD results presented in this paper, the expected errors due to lack of complete convergence of the solutions would be 1 percent or less for the velocities and the maximum projectile base pressure and a maximum of about 2 percent for the maximum contraction cone pressure. This was judged to be sufficiently accurate for the present type of optimization survey.
For most of the results presented herein, however, there will be a somewhat larger error for the maximum projectile base pressure only. This error has nothing to do with lack of convergence of the solutions. To conserve disc space, only every 10th step is written in the final output files. Also, only every 10th step was examined to determine the maximum pressures. This limitation has virtually no effect on the piston or projectile muzzle velocities or on the recorded maximum value of the relatively slowly varying maximum contraction section pressures. It does have an effect on the recorded maximum projectile base We now discuss the effect of reducing the projectile mass.
We return to figure 6. Starting from the point on the uppermost curve for a projectile mass of 819 grn, a second set of optimizations, not shown here, was performed because a number of pistons of this mass were available.
This second optimization involved, as for the data shown for 723 gm pistons, a reduction in powder mass from 250 to 175 gram, followed by a reduction in hydrogen fill pressure from 2.07 to 1.32 bar. The result was two curves which lie slightly above the dashed curve and the lower solid curve in figure 6. For the lowest curve for the 819 gram piston (powder mass of 175 gm, hydrogen fill pressures of 2.07 to 1.32 bar), the CFD analyses were then repeated for projectile masses of 1.31 instead of 1.52 gram. The results of the decrease of projectile mass from 1.52 gm to 1.31 gm were as follows.
Only very small increases in muzzle velocity
(0-2 percent) were predicted to occur.
2. The maximum projectile base pressures were reduced roughly in proportion to the projectile mass.
3. The maximum pressure in the high pressure contraction cone was essentially unchanged.
Thus, the principal advantage in reducing the projectile mass for this type of gun operating condition appears to be the reduction in the maximum base pressure on the projectile.
B. Shortened Pump Tube
Because of the improved performance with a shortened pump tube observed for the Ames 1.5" light gas gun For the piston masses for which only two rupture pressures were investigated, this corresponds to rupture on the second and third waves of the four discussed above.
The solid line with solid data points in figure 8 shows the envelope of the optimum gun operating conditions based on variation of piston mass and break valve rupture pressure only. For the four lowest piston masses, the best wave on which to rupture the break valve is the second wave (solid circular data points), except that the condition for the 723 gram piston with rupture on the third wave is very slightly better than the envelope for rupture on the Further, simultaneously with making either one of these two changes, from our correlation of gun erosion versus powder mass, one should achieve a reduction in gun erosion of 50 percent or more.
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C. Comparison of CFD and Experimental Results
Before starting the CFD-experimental discussion proper, velocity increase (about 3 percent) was observed upon reducing the hydrogen fill pressure from 1.03 to 0.69 bar, whereas very much larger velocity increases were predicted by CFD calculations. For the three shots with shortened pump tube, we see that (1) higher muzzle velocities are obtained, ranging from 7.5 to 8.2 km/sec and (2) the experimental muzzle velocities continue to rise as the fill pressure is reduced from 2.17 to 2.05 to 1.70 bar. This is believed to be due to the reduced gun erosion which occurs for the shorter pump tube. This is likely to be due to the lower maximum temperatures which occur with the shorter pump tube since the initial hydrogen pressure is higher and the total compression ratio is smaller. The muzzle velocities for the high performance shots all run roughly 10 percent below the CFD predicted values. As mentioned above, this is believed to be due to the inadequacy of our simple correction procedure for gun erosion.
We note that, by using the optimized gun operating curve from figure 9 for the shortened pump tube:
• The maximum experimental muzzle velocities
were raised from about 7.35 km/sec (for the full length pump tube) to about 8.2 km/sec for the shortened pump tube.
•
The maximum velocity of 8.2 km/sec considerably exceeds the all-time previous maximum launch velocity for saboted spheres for this gun--7. 4 km/sec (obtained with a full length pump tube).
We now discuss the reduction in gun erosion achieved through the present optimization process. In figure 12 we show the gun erosion, in calibers/shots, for the seven shots for which muzzle velocity data is given in figure 11 and for 12 shots made in the 1960s. We have added trend lines for the old data and two groupings of the new data with the full length and the shortened pump tube. We note ...................................................................................   ..................................... Q .................................................................... @--O ....................................................... Also, it is interesting to note that for all except one of the 1960s shots, the break valve pressure had the very high value of 1380 bar, whereas for the optimized curves of figure 10, the break valve pressure ranged from 300 to600bar. Lowerbreak valvepressures (down toabout 300bar)were used inother series ofshots inthe1960s.
Theerosion data is verydifficult totakeand issubject to large scatter asisevident infigure12. A rough assessment ofdata accuracy canbemade bygrouping data for similar (butnotidentical) shots andgivingthemean and thetotal scatter range forthegrouped data. Forexample, fortheolddata between 6.8and7.1km/sec, theerosion c_nct_-7+0.0033 calibers/shot (three data can be given as .....
--0.0027 points). For the old data between 7.6 and 8.4 krn/sec, the +0 0053 erosion can be given as 0.0067_010047 calibers/shot (seven data points). For all of the new data grouped c, • -+0 0021 t%ether, the erosion can be given as 0.0029_010019 calibers/shot (seven data points). For the new data with the shortened pump tube, the erosion can be given as 0 cuba+0'002 calibers/shot (three data points). Although it .... -0.002 clearly would be better to have data with better statistics, the author believes the data shown in figure 12 is strongly indicative of substantial reductions in gun erosion achieved as a result of the present optimization process.
For example, even with the standard length pump tube, one may make an argument for about a factor of 1.5 reduction in gun erosion between the 1960s and the present, optimized gun operating conditions for normalized muzzle velocities between 6.6 and 7.2 km/sec.
Comparing the new data with the shortened pump tube with the old data for normalized muzzle velocities between 7.5 and 8.4 km/sec, we see strong evidence for about a factor of 2 reduction in gun erosion achieved as a result of the present optimization process. (We note that, in fig. 12 , all of the 1960s shots for which erosion data is shown were made with polycarbonate slugs, whereas all seven of the recent shots for which erosion data is shown were made with saboted spheres.)
From both the muzzle velocity and gun erosion data (figs. 11 and 12), it was concluded that the CFD optimization process was very valuable in obtaining the best performance from the Ames 0.5" gun.
D. Variation of Angle of High Pressure Contraction Cone
All the CFD gun cycle solutions discussed up to this With a significantly increased contraction cone angle, there is a concern that, should there be a loss of hydrogen gas before or during the piston stroke, the piston could impact into the steeper cone at excessively high velocities, leading to excessive pressures and possibly, gun failure.
With the more traditional contraction cone angles (5-13 deg), there is a better chance that the cone taper itself, without the usual support from the hydrogen pressure, could halt the piston without damage to the gun.
However, in this regard, we note that the AEDC 3. Note that the ordinates are offset 2 x 109 dy/cm 2 between curves to separate the curves for clarity.
base pressure up to 15 percent were obtained. The maximum pressure reductions were obtained at a contraction cone angle of 31 deg.
We note that an earlier study (ref. 
VI. Summary and Conclusions
Using a well-validated CFD code, a survey of operating conditions of the NASA Ames 0.5" two-stage light gas gunhasbeen conducted. Thissurvey wasaimed atoptimizing theperformance ofthisgun. Gunoptimization can involve:
1. Increase inmuzzle velocity.
Reduction inmaximum gunpressures.
3. Reduction inmaximum projectile base pressure.
Reduction ingunerosion.
Seven gunoperating parameters were systematically varied during theCFDstudy. These were powder and piston masses, break valve rupture pressure, initial hydrogen fill pressure, length ofpump tube, angle ofthe highpressure contraction section andprojectile mass. Twomainoptimizations were performed; thefirst,forthe full length pump tubeoftheAmes 0.5"gunandthesecond, fora shortened pump tubewithabout 40percent of thepump tubevolume removed. Each optimization started withfairlytraditional highperformance operating conditionsforprojectiles weighing about 1.5 grams, 900to 1100 gram pistons, 250gram powder loads andhydrogen fill pressures of2.07and3.39 barforthefulllength and shortened pump tubes, respectively. Each optimization theninvolved reducing thepiston mass toabout 720grams, followed byreducing thepowder load to 175grams, andfinally, byreducing thehydrogen fill pressure to64percent ofitsoriginal value. During the optimization procedures, considerable attention waspaid toadjusting thebreak valve rupture pressure, asmuch as possible, sothatrupture would occur onthemost favorable wave arriving atthediaphragm justbehind the projectile base. If onecompares thenewgunoperating conditions obtained astheresult ofthese optimizations withthe older, moretraditional operating conditions, thefollowing predictions canbemade. Whilemaintaining agiven maximumprojectile base pressure, onemayraise themuzzle velocity 0.7-0.9 km/sec. One mayalso choose tomaintain thesame muzzle velocity andachieve a 30--40 percent dropinmaximum projectile base pressure. Further, simultaneously withmaking either oneofthese twochanges, oneshould achieve areduction ingunerosion of50percent ormore.
A limited experimental verification of these CFDpredictionswasobtained fromaseries ofseven shots asfollows.
1. Themaximum experimental muzzle velocities were raised fromabout 7.35km/sec forthefulllength pump tubetoabout 8.2km/sec fortheshortened pump tube; also, thismaximum velocity of 8.2km/sec considerablyexceeds theall-time previous maximum launch velocity of 7.4 km/sec for saboted spheres for this gun (obtained with a full length pump tube).
Gun erosion was substantially
reduced when compared to similar shots in the past for the Ames 0.5" gun. Gun erosion (at 4 calibers depth) was reduced by about a factor of 1.5 even with the full length pump tube and by a factor of about two for the shortened pump tube. For the latter comparison, the barrel erosion was reduced from about 0.006 calibers/shot to about 0.003 calibers/ shot.
Two series of five CFD runs each were made to investigate the effect of varying the contraction section cone angle. Full cone angles of 12.4 deg to 60 deg were investigated in each series. For these two series, the maximum projectile base pressure was found to vary relatively little (15 percent maximum) as the cone angle was varied.
However, the pressure rise towards the maximum projectile base pressure became much smoother as the cone angle was increased. This could be important when attempting to launch fragile models. With substantially larger cone angles, there is a concern that, under certain off-nominal conditions, the piston could impact violently into the steeper contraction cone, leading to dangerously high pressures and risking gun failure. Further work would be useful here, particularly with two-dimensional solutions for piston impact into the contraction cone.
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